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Abstract A brief survey of some representative techniques of steganography and steganalysis is presented．Various methods developed 

in the authors’laboratory are introduced．including symmetric LSB embedding。secure steganography in JPEG，palette，and uncom- 

pressed color images，histogram-based an alysis an d least histogram abnormality steganography，mul廿ple-base notational system based 

embedding，stego-encoding integrated with error correction，ere．Some ofthe proposed approaches provide overall improvement，while 

others offer alternatives to exist~ techniques with advantage in certain aspects．Data hiding in text using the栅 esel杜Ilg tool TeX is al— 

so introduced，with a brief description of a recently developed technique．Current research topics an d the future plan ale outlined．The 

discussion is focused mainly on stegan ography／steganalysis in still images． 
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1 IntrOductiOn 

Since the early 1990s，information hiding has be— 

come a hot topic attracting much attention from re— 

searchers in various fields including signal processing， 

cryptography and computer science， developers an d 

suppliers of multimedia contents， an d professionals 

an d other personnel who are concerned with informa— 

tion security ．Two major areas are of the most inter— 

ests：digital watermarking an d stegan ography． 

The purpose of digital waterm arking is to protect in— 

tellectual property rights of multimedia products such 

as image，audio an d video．The most important tech． 

nical specification ofdigital waterm arking is robustness 

against malicious attacks by copyright violators as well 

as conventional signal processing operations ． 

Stegan ography，on the other han d，aims to convey 

secret message under the cover of apparently innocent 

host media ．By carefully embedding the stego—data 

into a host．the very existence of secret communica． 

tion is hidden．This is in contrast to cryptography that 
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makes the message unintelligible to any interceptors 

but makes no attempt to conceal the presence of secret 

communication． In stegan ography， the host media 

merely serves as a disguise， an d the most crucial 

requirement is to make the embedded information an- 

detectable by any perceptual or algorithmic means． 

Robustness against attacks such as intentional removal 

an d destruction of the hidden data．an d general signal 

processing is，in general，not of primary concern ．A 

comparison between digital watermarking an d steg— 

anography has been made in Ref．16 J in terms of the 

essential goals an d the degree of importance an d strin- 

gency in the requirements of various technical specifi— 

cations such as imperceptibility，statistical invisibility， 

robustness against attacks ，embedding capacity，blind 

extractability，etc． 

As stegan ography can  convey secrete messag es in an  

unnoticeable m3D_qer，it may be us ed for either good 

or evil purposes．Anti—stegan ography has become an  

important issue closely related to inform ation secu— 

rity 7j．The predominant counterm easure against ste— 

gan ography to da te is stegan alysis that reveals the pre— 

sence of embedded inform ation by exploring statistical 

abnorm ality of the suspected media ．An other chal— 

lenge to stegan ography is active attack ，v／z．，to in— 

troduce indiscernible distortion into digital media indis 

crimi nately to prevent an y possible hidden information 

from being extracted by un known recipients．Although 
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this type of attacks does not pose a major threat to 

most attempts of steganography since it cannot identify 

the source of hidden information and is unpractical to 

be used on the huge amount of digital media present in 

public networks，it is us eful in certain local network 

environments．Ability of surviving active attack is a 

us eful characteristic of a stegan ographic technique， 

but is not a major requirement in developing most steg— 

an ographic algorithms． 

In this article，a brief survey of some representative 

techniques of stegan ography an d stegan alysis is made． 

Various  methods developed in the authors’laboratory 

are introduced．Some of the proposed approaches pro— 

vide overa]l improvement．while others offer alterna— 

tives to existing techniques with advan tages in certain 

aspects．Current research topics an d the future plan  

are outlined．The discus sion is focus ed mainly on steg— 

an ography／steganalysis in still images．A brief intro— 

duction to text based data hiding techniques is also 

given．Information hiding in digital audio will be con— 

sidered later in a separate paper． 

2 LSB based steganOgraphic and steg- 

analytic techniques 

The term  stegan ography came from Greek meaning 

covered writing． Ancient stego techniques include 

writing on the shaved head of a messenger and sending 

him to the destination after hair grows long enough， 

using invisible ink to write an d showing the contents 

with chemicals，embedding letters in a seemingly nor— 

mal te吼 according to certain rules． printing secret 

words in tiny microdots ，an d so forth．Modern steg— 

anography is realized bas ed on digital signal processing 

an d coding techniques using computers ，which is the 

topic of the present article． 

2．1 LSB embedding and steganalysis based on 

asymmetry of LSB flips 

The simplest stegan ographic technique．term ed the 

LSB method。is to replace all or part of the least sig— 

nificant bit plan e of an  image with secret data．If the 

entire LSB plan e is replaced an d the embedded binary 

sequence is uniformly distributed．approximately 50％ 

of the original least—significan t bits are flipped，leading 

to slight distortion measured by PSNR=51．1 dB．Re— 

duced capacity causes even less distortion．Invisibility 

to human eyes is therefore excellent．Such a basic LSB 

embedding method，however，is in fact insecure since 

detectable abnormality is introduced in the embedding． 

Changes of pixel values OCCur only betw een 2i an d 

2i+l，but not between 2i一1 an d 2i
． This leads to 

an effective stegan alytic technique， the RS method 

proposed by IⅥdrich，et a1．LSi Also，the embedding 

makes the numbers of pixels with gray values 2i an d 

2 i+l tend to become close．resulting in pronounced 

histogram  an omaly an d prodding Il clue for the 。ana— 

lysis lOI
． Th ese methods not onlY can reveal the pre． 

sence of secret data，but can  also estimate the am oun t 

of embedded data． 

An  alternative stegan alytic technique，the gray—plan e 

crossing(GPC)method，has been proposed in Ref． 

1 l1 J．we consider an image a 3D terrain in which the 

height z represents pixel gray values，an d define two 

families of parallel planes P0：[z = 1．5，z ； 3．5， 

z=5．5，⋯ ，z =235．5 l，and P1：l z =0．5，z = 

2．5，z =4．5，⋯ ，z = 254．5 1．Th e total num bers 

with which the terrain passes through plan es in Po an d 

P1 are No and N1 respectively．Generally speaking，a 

natural image without inserted data has No Ⅳ1． 

Since LSB embedding does not affect No but caus es N1 

to increase，the ratio R = N L|N can  be used as a 

me州 c for steganalysis． W11en R exceeds a given 

threshold，the image is sus pected as to contain secret 

data ．It has been shown tha t，by choosing an  approp— 

riate threshold，probabilities of both missiug  an d false 

alarm can  be made small if the embedding rate is su_ffi— 

ciently high． 

It is obvious that the simple LSB embedding has a1 

ready been defeated by several analytic methods ．TO 

combat steganalysis，a modifled LSB stego method has 

been devised in which chan ges of gray values betw een 

2i and 2i一1．an d betw een 2i+1 an d 2i+2 are also 

allowed 12 J
． Assume a pixel at(i，J)has a gray value 

x(i，J)．if the LSB of x(i，J)is the saffle as the bit 

to be embedded，x(i，J)is not changed，otherwise 

calcl】】ate 

f+1 J+1 

= ∑ ∑ x( ， )一9x(i，J) 
“ = ￡一 1"= 一 1 

and modify x(i，J)as follows： 

f x 

1 
(i， )={ I 

x 

【 

_7 
● 

● 

● 

(1) 

一 1， ≤0，0(x(i，J)(255， 

+1， T>0，0(x(i，J)(255， 
一 1， x(i，J)=255， 

+1， x(i，J)=0． 

(2) 
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In this way，although higher bit planes may also be af- 

fected，changes in pixel gray values are still kept to 1， 

therefore distortion is the sall2e as the plain 

method．Extraction is easy as the least significan t 

are simply the embedded data． 

LSB 

bits 

The modified LSB embedding is no longer vulnerable 

to the RS， 。an d GPC an alyses since the undesirable 

asymmetry in the LSB flipping is avoided．Th erefore 

we may call this method symmetrical LSB embedding． 

Fig．1 gives typical results of the RS analysis on the 

plain LSB an d the symmetrical LSB embedding in the 

testimage Lena．Fig．1(a)shows that，for the plain 

I B method．with the embedded da ta increased，the 

parameter pairs[ +， 一]and[ +， +]，as defined 

in Ref．[8]，go progressively apart．In Fig．1(b)for 

the symmetrical LSB， parameter values in the two 

pairs stay basically undetached，indicating inability of 

the RS an alysis in detecting the embedded informa- 

tion． 
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(a)Plain LSB method 
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(b)Symmetrical LSB method 

Fig．1 RS analysis Oll the stego—Lena 

In a recent publication⋯ ． Ker proposed a new 

method for detecting the symmetrical LSB embedding 

(Ker referred it a8 the LSB matching steganography)in 

grayscale images．He used the histogram characteristic 

function (HCF)[141 previously proposed for palette 

images．an d applied it in two ways：calibrating the 

output using a down—sampled image and computing the 

adjacency histogram．Experimental results show that 

the metho~ are remarkably effective．Further studies 

are needed in this area on，for example，generalization 

of the method to cover color images。 an d possible 

modification to the symmetrical LSB technique for 

withsmnding Ker’s analysis． 

2．2 Vulnerability of LSB embedding in true 

color images and anti·RQP technique 
For RGB color images，LSB embedding can  be per— 

formed on each color component leading to a three— 

fold payload．The above described symmetrical LSB 

embedding can  also be us ed to resist the RS， an d 

GPC analyses． Additional vulnerability， however， 

originates from the significan tly increased number of 

colors due to LSB embedding．W_hen the total number 

of colors in an  im e is not much more than 5O％ Of 

the total pixel num ber，increas e of color varities can  

be used for an alysis．For exam ple，a color image sized 

284×213 has 36 570 different colors，which is 6O％ Of 

the pixel num ber．After LSB embedding，the num ber 

of colors is increased to 46 948．78％ of the total pixel 

num ber．A1l the newly created colors are neighbors of 

the originally existing colors since LSB embedding only 

chan ges the pixel values by 1．By an alyzing the nuIn— 

ber of connecting color pairs，a raw—quick—pair(RQP) 

method can  be us ed to detect the presence of embed— 

ded data ‘ ． 

To overcome this drawback，an improved approach 

was proposed in which the num ber of created new col- 

ors is reduced to minimum  16 J
． Instead of modifying 

LSB of each individual color component，the anti—RQP 

embedding treats each triplet，[RGB]，of the pixel col— 

or as an  entirety．The triplet is modifled to a new val— 

ue in its close vicinity in the RGB color space，which 

is a valid color in the palette of the cover image，A 

new color is created only if such a color is unavail— 

able．The embedding is carried out as  follows． 

(1)For each candidate pixel，if LSB of the sum of 

its color triplet is the salne as the bit to be embedded， 

no change is made． 

(2)If they are different，set LSB of each color com- 

ponent to 0，resulting in a bas e color for the pixe1． 

Th e 8 neighboring colors of a unit cube with the base 

color at a corner are divided into even an d odd 

groups．depending on I B of the color triplets． 

(3)Modi~the host pixel to a corresponding even or 
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odd color existing in the Palette． 

(4)If none of the colors in the chosen group is in 

the palette，randomly set the host pixel to any value in 

the group．In this case a new color is created，an d 

added to the palette． 

Distortion due to the anti-RQP embedding is small 

since search’of matched colors is carried out within 

unit cubes in the color space， an d modifications of 

colors are confined to the LSB plan e．Taking LSBs of 

R+ G +B of the modified pixels．the stego data are 

easily extracted．To ful ler reduce the number of cre 

ated colors for better security．the search area can  be 

expanded to a 3×3×3 cube with increased distortion． 

Experiments were performed on two image databas — 

es．each containing 100 images．Table l gives typical 

values of PSNR of the stego—images using the I暑B an d 

anti-RQP methods．ARQP111 an d ARQP333 refers to 

the anti—RQP algorithms using a unit searching cube 

an d a 3×3×3 cube respectively． 

Table 1 PSNR of stego images with different embedding 

techniques 

Image dabble 

and payload 

Typical PSNR after 

stego embedding(dB) 

Image database Embedded bim Plain LSB ARQPlll ARQPaaa 

3 Steganalysis based on histogram ab- 

normality and enhancement of security 

3．1 Histogram abnormality caused by LSB em- 

bedding and the remedies 

An important type of statistic features frequentiy 

used in stegan alysis is the changing appearance of his- 

tograms，including the basic gray—value histogram an d 

histograms of various derived quantifies． A simple 

example is the an alysis that reveals the presence of 

hidden data by exploring the tendency of increas ed 

gray—value pairs belonging  to roughly the same number 

ofpixels，as shown in Fig．2． 

One way of combating  histogram an alysis is to com- 

pens ate for the histogram change introduced in the 

stego embedding such as OutGuess developed by 

Provos⋯ ．Also．a least histogram abnormality (LHA) 

scheme has been proposed to not only maintain ba- 

lan ce betw een the tw o types of LSB flips，but also pre— 

serve the original histogram to the greatest possible ex— 

tent 18]
． In the leas t square sense．the method optima1 

1y assigns the tw o opposite ways of gray value modifi— 

cations (+1 and 一1)to the pixels whose LSBs differ 

from the bits to be embedded．Thjs is implemented by 

solving an  over—determined system of linear equations 

with the Moore．Penrose pseudo．inversion． 
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(a)The on~nal test image Mall 
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(b)The stego-Mm1 

Fig．2 Partial~smgrams of a test image 

3．2 Steganography based on pixel differences 

Another category of da ta embedding is based on pix— 

el palm or blocks．The pixel—value differencing (PvD) 

steganography proposed by Wu，et a1． can hide a 

large amount of secret bits into a still image by modi— 

lying the difference values between pairs of adjacent 

pixels．In this technique，more data are ins erted into 

areas where fluctuation of pixel-vaiues is large as pix— 

els in these areas can tolerate more changes． This 

leads to good imperceptibility with a high embedding 

rate．However．aithough the PvD method can  resist 

the RS an alysis，it is vulnerable to stegan alysis based 

on the histogram  of pixe1．vaiue differences．The histo． 

gram -based analysis can even provide an  estimate of 

the embedded data length．To enhance sectu'ity，a 

modified scheme has been proposed． 

It has been shown that a loophole exists in the PVD 

method，causing  an  abnorm ai appearan ce of the histo- 
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gram featured by steps or ruggedness as illustrated in 

Fig．3，which should otherwise be smooth ．The pecu- 

liar look of the histogram not only reveals existence of 

hidden data but also provides a clue for estimating em- 

bedded da ta length．To enhance security，a modified 

scheme is proposed which avoids occurrence of the 

unusual ruggedness in the pixel difference histogram 

while preserving the advantage of low visual distortion 

of the PVD[。。]
． A pseudo．random dithering is intro． 

duced to the division of ranges of the pixel-value dif- 

ferences， effectively removing the undesirable steps 

(see Fig．4)．In this way，the histogram-based steg— 

analysis is defeated while the advantages of large em- 

bedding capacity and high invisibility of the original 

PVD preserved． 

．饕 

l 
善 

Pixel diffcrence 

(a)99．6％ of pixel pairs contain stego—data 
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(b)50％ of pixel pairs contain stego—data 

Fig．3 PVD histogram of stego—Baboon 
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Fig．4 The modified PVD steganography is immulte 

to histogram analysis 

Another gray-level difference based method is the 

side match(-SM)steganography㈨ ．in which the pixel 

difference is defried as 

d= 吧 ， (3) 

where g ，g ，an d gf are gray values of the current 

pixe1．an d the pixels on the top an d to the left respec- 

tively． nIe di舶 rence is modified to let the CUlTent 

pixel carry one or more bits of the secret da ta ． Ie 

number of embedded bits is dependent upon d．an d 

the amoun t of modification made to d is calculated 

from a modulo operation that takes accoun t of both d 

an d the embedded da ta ． 

e SM method has large capacity with small visual 

distortion since pixels in a busy area can  carry more 

da ta， while those in a smooth area carry less da ta ． 

However it suffers from the similar problem of PⅦ ： 

The rugged histogram of d provides clue for analysis． 

By first arbitrarily choosing an  initial value of embed- 

ding rate，an  estimated embedding rate may be  ob- 

talned by iterated curve fimng operations【 
． Th ere． 

fore the SM embedding is also vulnerable to histogram 

analysis， an d improved techniques are to be deve- 

loped． 

4 Steganography in compressed images 

4．1 Using palette image as stego-cover 

By using a small num ber of indices，usually 256，to 

represent different colors an d brightness，palette imag— 

es can  save a great deaJ of storage space an d transmi s— 

sion time compared to the 24 bit true color images． 

while provide visually acceptable quality．They are 

good can didates for stegan ography due to their popu- 

larity over the Internet． 

Data can  be embedded into a palette image by modi- 

fying the order of colors in the palette without chang- 

ing the appearance of the image itself such as imple— 

mented in a downloada ble stego．tool gifshuffle．f、0r a 

palette containing 256 colors，there are(Ⅳ!)different 

arrangements，meaning that at most log2(N!)bits of 

data can  be embedded regardless of the imag e size． 

This technique is insecure because the irregularity in 

the order of palette colors is a clear sign of intentional 

modification． 

Another way of da ta hiding is to modify the indices 

within the available colors ．Straight modification can  

sometimes produce isolated pixels that are strikingly 

different from their iinltlediate neighbors ， therefore 

∞ 暑 I】 0II E ； 0 - 
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arous e suspicion．Improved methods have been pro— 

posed， among which the optimal parity assignment 

(0PA)steganography ．0PA assigns all colors into 

two subsets in an optimal manner，an d changes the 

color of a pixel，if necessary，to the closest available 

neighboring color so that distortion is reduced com— 

pared to other technique such as that used in EZ 

Stego． 

It has been shown that，however，the OPA an d si 

milar schemes have loopholes[圳
． A palette image． 

when appIying 0PA，has some singular colors that can 

be changed to other colors but no other colors can  be 

changed to them ． Data embedding will reduce the 

numbers of singular colors ．making the 0PA method 

insecure for covert communication．In Ref．I 24}，a 

new scheme difierent from the OPA is devised in 

which all colors are divided into two subsets，repre— 

senting respectively 0 an d 1 in the secret data sequence 

to be embedded．Division of the colors into subsets is 

made such that each color has at least two neighbors ． 

an d an y two neighboring colors belong respectively to 

the tw o su~ ets ，as shown in Fig．5．In this way，no 

singuiar colors exist and the loophole in OPA is 

removed． Further improvement has been made by 

embedding data only in busy areas so that even analys— 

is made by someone who knows the subset division 

wil】fail． 

200 

∞ 100 

0 

O 

R 0 G 

Fig·5 Two color subsets and lines that connec~ 

neighboring colors 

4．2 Secure steganography in JPEG images 

JEPG images are particularly suitable to be used for 

information hiding since they are very widely used， 

especially in the Internet environment，for the high 

compression ratio an d good visual quality． Various 

methods have been proposed， and many tools are 

made available online． 

Early techniques caus ed an omaly in the histogram of 

DCT coe fficients or block properties，therefore were 

cons idered ins ecure ．Some simple techniques such 

as Jsteg apply LSB replacement to the quan tized DCT 

coefficients therefore are vulnerable to the test． 

Other methods modify the quan tization tables，making 

them detectable due to unus ual quantization steps．To 

overcome these drawbacks．I does not change the 

quan tization table， an d us es a difierent embedding 

method on DCT coefficients to preserve the histogram 

in order to resist the )[ test and histogram an alysis．In 

addition，data shuffling an d mar x encoding are intro— 

duced for better security ⋯． 

However．F5 was soon broken after a sophisticated 

investigation into the tiny changes in the histogram an d 

block features．This is accomplished us ing an  imitated 

original image constructed by re—coding 、 th JPEG 

bas ed on offset blocking Of the stego image ． 

In order to improve security of embedded iuforma— 

tion in a JPEG image．a secure stegan ographic tech— 

nique has been proposed．in which non—zero AC DCT 

coefficients are used to CaITy the secret bits with DCT 

coefficient histogram and block features un altered ． 

Thus the histogram  an d block—based stegan alyses are 

defeated．This method is secure for JPEG cover imag- 

es of a quality factor greater than 35． 

4．3 Lossless embedding 

Information hiding techniques generally cause some 

insignificant distortions in the host media．which can  

not be restored after extraction of the embedded mes— 

sage．However，certain applications such as medical 

imaging require perfect recovery of the carrier media． 

A lossless embed(1jng scheme has been developed for 

JPEG images ．In this method．certain nonzero DCT 

coefficients selected with a secret key are used to 

carry the embedded inform ation，while the original co— 

emcients are coded an d stored in the spectral positions 

that are initially zero．On the extraction side，not only 

can  the hidden message correctly recovered from the 

coefficients carrying secret data， but also the host 

image can be completely restored wi thout error．Ex— 

perimental results show that the lower the compression 

quality factor，the higher the embedding rate． 

The scheme is secure in tw o senses．First，the pre— 

sence of embedded message is hig~y imperceptible to 

any third party．Second，the embedded data can resist 

attacks to some extent because the attacker does not 

know the location of the secret da ta ．Secret message 

can still be extracted after slight attack whereas modi— 

fication to a number of coefficients will caus e notice— 
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able distortion that may trigger alarm 

5 Coding techniques in steganography 

Security is a paramount requirement of any under— 

cover communication system based on stegan ography， 

security in the sense ofbeing un detectable to both hu． 

man viewer(1istener)and statistical analysis．Also，to 

be of practical significan ce，a stegan ographic system 

must be able to convey sIl塌cient amoun t of informa— 

tion．This section describes some coding techniques 

that aim at embedding more data without introducing 

additional distortion，or embedding the same quantity 

of data with less modificafion to the host for reduced 

distorfion．Some of these techniques are independent 

of specific embedding schemes such as symmetric LSB 

embedding， histogram  preserving algorithms， etc．， 

and are intended to be used in cot0unction with these 

methods in order to further enhan ce performan ce． 

5．1 Multiple．base notational system (MBNS) 

based steganOgraphy 

To suit characteristics of the human  visual system 

(HvS)，more data can be inserted into busy areas in 

an  image．In some methods，data embedding is per— 

form ed in a block·wise fashion，e．g．，in the bit-plan e 

complexity segmentation(BPCS)method。。 ．Hxels in 

each block carry the saIne number of secret bits．It is 

possible，however，that even two adjacent pixels may 

tolerate stegan ographic modifications differently in 

term s of visual and statistical detectability．This pro． 

percy call be used to accommodate more secret data 

without introducing additional detectable traces． 

A steganographic method has been proposed in 

which data t0 be hidden are expressed ns ing a novel 

multiple-base notational system and then embedded 

into pixels according to the different degree of pixel 

value variation in the immediate neighborhood ．Em． 

bedding strength is varied over the entire host ima e 

on a pixel_by·pixel basis，allowing more secret data to 

be carried in busy areas ． 

Most stego systems exp ress the stego-data in a 

binary form ，and the amoun t of inform arion contained 

in each symbol is exactly one bit．In order to embed 

more data into busy areas ， the message can  be 

expressed using a variable base system ． In other 

words，the message is converted into a series of sym． 

bols wjth different information·carrying capability due 

to different bases used． 

Express an  integer number in the following form ： 

x=(dn-1 d ⋯ d2 d1 do b
n-2 

b2 bl b0 ， 

0≤dt<b (i=0，1，⋯，n一1)， (4) 

where b0，bl，⋯ ，b +l denote different bases corre— 

sponding respectively to the sym bols d0， d1， ⋯ ， 

d 
一 1 ． The decimal value of x is calculated as 

n一1 l一1 

x=d 十∑(dt·Ⅱbf)． 
i=l J；0 

(5) 

Given a decimal num ber x an d the bases，b【】，b】，⋯ ， 

b 1，a multiple-base exp ression can be obtained．For 

exam ple，49=(1301)3删，and 158=(3142)6264． 

A secret message is embedded into the host by mo— 

diS~ng pixels in an order derived from a key．Let each 

pixel carry one symbol of the message in a multiple 

base notational system ，with the corresponding base 

being proportional to the degree of variation in the 

pixel’s immediate neighborhood．Thus．pixels in busy 

areas carry more information an d statistically undergo 

more modification than those in smooth areas ．On the 

extraction side，a receiver can retrieve all the sym bols 

an d bases from the stego—-image to recover the embed—- 

ded messag e． 

Perform ance comparison has been made am ong 

stego techniques based on MBNS，PVD and BPCS．AU 

cover images are sized 512×512，an d the payload is 

4．4×10 bits (embedding rate = 0．21)．The MBNS 

method provides the highest PSNR．the lowest Watson 

metric and the highest Q in all cases as listed in Table 

2．PSNR indicates energy of distortion．The Watson 

metric uses HVS characteristies to measure the total 

perceptual error．The quality index q combines corre· 

lation loss．1uminan ce distortion an d contrast distor． 

tion． 

5．2 Matrix encoding 

Usually，each designated spac e， e．g．，a pixel in 

the LSB method，is used to carry 1 bit of stego mes· 

sage．In case the size of data to be embedded is con． 

siderably smaller than the available host space，a large 

portion of the host is left un used．It is possihie to 

make use of this spare host sFlace for reduction of a1． 

terations needed for the same am oun t of stego．data so 

that the embedded inform ation per chan ge of the host 

is in effect increased．Or conversely．the am oun t of 

alterations made for embedding the satne secret infor． 

marion is reduced． 
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Table 2 Performance comparison between MBNS and other metho~ 

h F5 ．a technique called matrix encoding is used 

for this purpose，which changes l bit in(2 一1)host 

pixel to embed k bits of the stego—data．For simplici一 

， let us take k=2 as an example(k=1 corresponds 

to the simple LSB embedding)．We can use the follow— 

ing operation to embed 2 bits，x1 an d x2，into the LSB 

Of 3 host da ta ，a1，a2，an d a3： 

unchanged xl=al0 3，x2=a20 3， 

if xl≠al0 3，x2=a20％， 

ifxl=al0a3，x2≠az0a3， 

if xl≠al0a3，x2≠a20 8， 

(6) 

where is all exclus ive—or operator．In extraction， 

x1=a10 a3，and x2；a20 a3．Here the average LSB 

flips for each embedded bit is 3／8，less than  1／2 of the 

ordinary LSB embedding．The price paid is that 3 host 

pixels instead of 2 are designated for embedding 2 bits 

of secret data．In other words ，one bit more than  the 

LSB embedding is consumed．The general form of ma— 

trix encoding is referred to the lite~ture． 

5．3 Stego-encoding and error
．

correction 

Matrix encoding can  be viewed as a special case of 

the cyclic coding ，which we will rear to as stego— 

encoding in the followi ng．By designa ting more host 

sam ples， the stego—encoding reduces the num ber of 

昭 alterations．hence providing improved security． 

The drawback，however，is that slight noise can  de— 

stroy the embedded message since each bit of error in— 

troduced by channel noise or active attack will caus e 

more errors in message extraction． 

To combat active attacks，a frequently used ap— 

proach is to introduce error-correc廿on codes，which， 

however，inevitably increases the required am ount of 

bit alterations so that the probability of the secret data 

being  detected wi ll increase． 

For this reason， a novel encoding technique has 

been proposed，in which the stego-encoding is pre— 

sented in a suitable way an d combined with an  error- 

correc廿on scheme when a substantial am oun t of the 

host sam ples are available(see R f．[5]，pp．166— 

169)．The technique provides error-correction capabil， 

i so that the embedded da ta have better chance to 

survive interferences of channel noise or active attacks 

while keeping low distortion caus ed by information 

hiding．Th e penalty is，of course，an additional in— 

crease of the host da ta needed for embedding the sanle 

quan tity of secrete da ta ． ab1e 3 summarizes the per— 

form an ce of the different encoding techniques， in 

which the ‘+／一 ’symbols represent the merits／~aw— 

backs in each specification．The proposed combination 

encoding provides the best overall security both in 

tenns of imperceptibility an d robustness． 

Table 3 Performance of steganographic techniques with 

different coding schemes 

6 Data hiding in text 

since text is by far the most important media for in— 

formation conveyan ce over the Internet，it is of inter— 

est to use various text files as covers in hidden tom— 

munications ．The candida te media include web Pages． 

email messages．and downloada ble files such as Pdf 

an d PostScript．However．it is generally difficult to 

modify a te赋 wi thout changing its contents or appear— 

ance becaus e it contains very little redundancy as com— 

pared to digital image or audio． 
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l 

Nonetheless there are several ways to embed secret 

data into text as summarized by Bender，et a1．in their 

frequently cited paper l J
． These belong to three major 

categories：open space methods，syntactical methods ， 

and seman tic methods ．The open space methods  insert 

additional information into a te斌 by changing some 

format attributes， e．g．， adding sp aces between 

words ，appending invisible characters to line trails， 

adjusting line spacings．etc．The syntactical methods 

use sentence patterns or punctuations to carry data ． 

For example，“a，b，an d c’’an d “a，b an d c’’may 

represent 0 an d 1 respectively． rhe seman tic tech- 

niques change words  or expressions based on a thesau— 

rus of specially defined synonyms．The word “big’’ 

may mean a zero，while its equivalence“large”means 

One． 

Embedding  capacity of the syn tactical methods is 

us ually small as the number of usable patterns is 

(a) 

【b) 

(c) 

(d) 

smal1．The semantic methods inevitably cause some 

changes in the meaning  or style of the cover text． 

therefore are prone to arouse suspicion．It is the for— 

mat．based technique that has received considerable re- 

search interests[船t。*。
． 

We have developed a method for embedding se— 

cret information into text us ing  the typesetting tool 

TeX．exporting  the stego—text in the form of an  Acro— 

bat pdf file，an d extracting  the hidden da ta from the 

JPEG image converted from pdf． Spaces betw een 

words are altered us ing TeX functions to encode an  en- 

crypted binary sequence．In reception，the embedded 

da ta can  reliably be extracted by taldng the widths of 

spac es as shown in Fig．6 where modifications to the 

inter·-word spaces is exaggerated for exp lanatory pur·- 

pose．Syn chronization is established by locating  a wi d- 

er space after a full stop． 

(a)Original carrier text (b)Output of the image analyzer in which the space after a sen|enee is slightly larger than those between w0rds 

(c)Stego—text；(d)Image analyzer output showing two widened spaces that CalTy embedded data 

Fig．6 Extraction of information embedded in text from a pdf generated image 

7 Summary 

In this article we have reviewed some of the main 

techniques in steganography an d steganalysis，an  im— 

portant area of research in inform ation security．Al— 

though great man y researchers are currently involved 

in various  aspects of this challenging topic，leading to 

a huge amount of publications an d applications，the 

current techniques are far from maturing．On the other 

han d，the extent of the research area is vast，ran ging 

from bas ic theory to practical applications．from per— 

form an ce embedding schemes to sophisticated ap- 

proac hes to detection of highly imperceptible hidden 

inform ation，from data hiding in ordinary multimedia 

contents to messages inserted in various forms of other 

media such as the metada ta of proprietary software 

outputs，an d in the application aspect，from coven 

communications to computer forensics inspections． 

Only some typical techniques an d，especially，those 

having close relations with the work carried out in the 

authors ’ laboratory are covered． The emphas is has 

been laid on the authors ’research accomplishments ． 

Further studies being  conducted or under consider— 

ation include new embedding algorithms based on arbi— 

trary block／pair division of images，secure stegan ogra— 

phy in binary images，coven communication through 

digital speech channels，new stego—encoding methods  

with enhan ced embedding emciency，combination of 

stego encoding  an d other techniques such as histogram 

preserving techniques，applications of sparse represen— 
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tation to steganography／steganalysis， steganalysis of 

symmetric L：踞 embedding in color images．statistical 

analysis of hidden data in digital audio，more sophisti— 

cated approaches to da ta hiding in text and corm— 

termesures， both format—based and syntactic／seman— 

tic，computer forensic inspections based on steganaly— 

sis，steganalysis and ac tive attack in the network en— 

vironment，theoretical studies on security and embed— 

ding capaci ，development of steganalysis systems， 

etc． 
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